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Abstract— A biometric identification system provides 

automatic recognition of an individual based on some sort of 

unique feature or characteristic possessed by the individual. 

Biometric information is used to recognize the access 

control. Most of biometric systems have been developed 

based on fingerprints, facial features, hand geometry, 

handwriting, voice and retina pattern etc. This technology 

makes use of physiological or behavioral characteristics to 

establish identify of an individual. We demand for security 

levels have to increase day by day. Consequently, biometric 

recognition came into existence, which is a safe, reliable and 

convenient technology for personal recognition. In this 

paper the iris pattern has been investigated to design 

biometric identification systems for feature extraction and 

matching module adopts the gradient directions (i.e., angles) 

on wavelet transform as the discriminating texture features. 

We present a new approach for detecting and matching iris 

crypts for identifying using iris biometric with the help of 

Genetic algorithm. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Biometric technology deals with recognizing the identity of 

individuals based on their unique physical or behavioral 

characteristics. Physical characteristics such as finger print, 

palm print, hand geometry and iris patterns or behavioral 

characteristics such as typing pattern and hand-written 

signature present unique information about a person and can 

be used in authentication applications. A biometric system 

provides automatic recognition of an individual based on 

some sort of unique feature or characteristic possessed by 

the individual. Biometric systems have been developed 

based on fingerprints, facial features, voice, hand geometry, 

handwriting, the retina and the one presented in this thesis, 

the iris [1]. Biometric systems work by first capturing a 

sample of the feature, such as recording a digital sound 

signal for voice recognition, or taking a digital color image 

for face recognition. The sample is then transformed using 

some sort of mathematical function into a biometric 

template. The biometric template will provide a normalized, 

efficient and highly discriminating representation of the 

feature, which can then be objectively compared with other 

templates in order to determine identity [2].  

 The iris is a thin circular diaphragm, which lies 

between the cornea and the lens of the human eye. The iris 

is perforated close to its centre by a circular aperture known 

as the pupil. The function of the iris is to control the amount 

of light entering through the pupil, and this is done by the 

sphincter and the dilator muscles, which adjust the size of 

the pupil. Iris recognition is regarded as the most reliable 

and accurate biometric identification system available. Most 

commercial iris recognition systems use patented algorithms 

developed by Daugman, and these algorithms are able to 

produce perfect recognition rates. Especially it focuses on 

image segmentation and feature extraction for iris 

recognition process. The performance of iris recognition 

system highly depends on edge detection. The Canny Edge 

Detector is one of the most commonly used image 

processing tools, detecting edges in a very robust manner. 

For instance, even an effiective feature extraction method 

would not be able to obtain useful information from an iris 

image that is not segmented properly [3]. The used method 

determines an automated global threshold and the pupil 

center. Iris recognition is one way for biometric recognition 

approach in a human identification is changing into very 

active topic in analysis and application. Iris region is that the 

half between the pupil and also the white sclerotic coat. This 

field is typically referred to as iris texture. The iris texture 

provides several minute characteristics like freckles, 

coronas, stripes, furrows, crypts, etc. This technology makes 

use of physiological or behavioural characteristics to 

ascertain determine of a personal [4]. A biometric system 

may be a pattern recognition system that has exploit the 

biometric feature from a personal, extracting its feature 

vector from the data and comparison this feature vector with 

another feature vector store within the info. Face, 

Fingerprint, palm-prints,iris, gait, speech and signature 

square measure wide used biometric options. Biometric 

recognition square measure employed in electronic network 

login, net access, ATM, mastercard, national ID card, 

driver’s license and then on. These visible characteristics 

square measure distinctive for every subject. Such 

distinctive feature within the bodily structure of the iris 

facilitates the differentiation among people. This is able to 

permit evaluating whether or not the standard of every non-

inheritable image is sweet enough for visual feature 

matching. This approach underneath the human in-the-loop 

iris recognition framework exhibits a promising application 

of the iris as a biometric attribute in forensics. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Du [5] projected this paper presents a completely unique iris 

committal to writing methodology supported variations of 

separate circular function remodel (DCT) coefficients of 

overlapped angular patches from normalized iris pictures. 

The feature extraction capabilities of the DCT square 

measure optimized on the 2 largest publically obtainable iris 

image knowledge sets, 2,156 pictures of 308 eyes from the 

CASIA information and a couple of,955 pictures of a 

hundred and fifty eyes from the bathtub information. On this 

knowledge, we tend to reach 100% Correct Recognition 

Rate (CRR) and excellent Receiver-Operating Characteristic 

(ROC) Curves with no registered false accepts or rejects. 
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Individual feature bit and patch position parameters square 

measure optimized for matching through a product-of-sum 

approach to overacting distance calculation. For verification, 

a variable threshold is applied to the gap metric and 

therefore the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) and False 

Rejection Rate (FRR) square measure recorded. 

 Jain et al. [6] projected Edge detection method 

encompasses a widespread usage in pc vision applications. 

However it's a special output once its input image changes 

from color to grayscale. This changeableness of results 

create U.S. add modification nervy observe ion method 

procedures to properly detect all those edges in color 

pictures that can’t be detected in grey ones. This analysis 

reviews the projected answer of Dutta and Chaudhuri on 

color edge detection algorithmic program that works 

victimization RGB color area, detects drawback of an 

enormous set of unobserved edges by their projected 

algorithmic program and notice solutions for that, and 

applies quality and performance analysis and experiments to 

check the projected algorithmic program with cagey and 

Sobel edge detection algorithms Zhao et al. [1998].  

 Kanth and Giridhar [7] projected by introducing 

rotation compensation into an individual's iris matching 

system, improved matching is incontestable whereas 

reducing each the procedure quality and storage needs. This 

is often achieved by victimization Fourier domain cross 

correlation to estimate the relative rotation of 2 iris pictures. 

This eliminates the requirement to store and compare codes 

from multiple orientations of a similar image. Instead, just 

one code is hold on, and the separate Fourier remodel of 

associate degree circinate section derived from the iris. 

Additionally, the cross correlation perform are often used as 

a biometric either on its own or together with different iris 

codes. A Peak to Sidelobe quantitative relation metric is 

employed to discriminate matching and non-matching 

correlation functions. Accustomed preselect irises for 

matching; the tactic greatly reduces feature-vector 

comparisons. instead a cascaded classifier approach are 

often used, with the correlation stage tuned to create no false 

rejections, followed by a overacting distance metric on a 

typical iris code. The performance and hardiness of the new 

technique square measure tested on the CASIA iris image 

information synthetically altered to get turned, clamant and 

haphazardly occluded normalized iris pictures. Improved 

matching performance is achieved with a twenty one times 

reduction in matching time.  

 Gonzalez et al. [8] projected Iris recognition may 

be a apace increasing methodology of identity verification 

that uses pattern- recognition techniques on pictures of irises 

to unambiguously determine a private. been extensively 

deployed in business iris recognition systems for numerous 

security applications and over fifty million persons are listed 

victimization Iris Code recognition is that the most 

promising for prime environments among numerous 

biometric techniques (face, fingerprint, palm vein, signature, 

palm print, iris, etc.) due to its distinctive, stable, and 

noninvasive characteristics code may be a set of bits, every 

one of that indicates whether or not a given bandpass texture 

filter applied at a given purpose on the iris image 

encompasses a negative or plus results. Not like different 

bioscience like fingerprints and face, the distinct facet of iris 

comes from haphazardly distributed options. The iris 

patterns of the 2 eyes of a private or those of identical twins 

square measure utterly freelance and unrelated. Irises not 

solely take issue between identical twins, however 

conjointly between identical twins, however conjointly 

between the left and right eye. Another characteristic that 

makes the iris tough to pretend is its responsive nature. 

Cameras used for iris acquisition square measure less 

intrusive compared to earlier identity verification devices. 

Iris detection is one amongst the foremost correct, sturdy 

and secure suggests that of identity verification whereas 

conjointly being one amongst the smallest amount invasive. 

The iris has the distinctive characteristic of little or no 

variation over a life’s amount however a large number of 

variation between people.  

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

Each iris is unique and still irises of matching twins are 

different. The iris is a multifaceted pattern which encloses 

many characteristic features such as curve ligaments, 

troughs, ridges, vaults, rings, corona, and freckles. In 

addition, the iris is more effortlessly imaged than retina; it is 

enormously tricky to surgically interfere iris texture 

information and it is probable to notice artificial irises [9]. 

Even though the untimely iris based identification systems 

needs considerable user contribution and were luxurious. To 

find a good image of the iris from extensive detachment it 

may be fall short due to disparity of the images and it afford 

wrong information. For this issue clustering may helpful to 

solve this issue. 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Iris Segmentation 

The methodology for reflections detection and removal for 

represents a new technique of identifying and locating 

reflection artifacts in iris images and removing them without 

altering the image structure in other unaffected parts of the 

iris. This preserves as much structure of the image as 

possible for further processing and enhances segmentation 

accuracy. A novel methodology for approximating the 

boundaries of the iris is developed which greatly improved 

the speed of the segmentation algorithm [9, 10]. A new 

hierarchical method of localizing both boundaries of the iris 

based on combination of graph cut optimization (global 

information) and active contour model (local information) 

was introduced to overcome the common setbacks of active 

contour based on level-set method and significantly improve 

speed and accuracy. This represents a new adaptive 

technique for correctly identifying or predicting the image 

based on local neighbour information using block 

classification approach and statistical prediction approach. 

B. Iris Feature Extraction 

A new framework for feature extraction based on 

construction of complex wavelet filters rotated in the 

directions of the principal texture ensures that invariant 

features of the iris are extracted. A new step is introduced to 

eliminate redundant information and for selecting the best 

features for iris representation. This methodology reduces 

the feature dimensionality while maintaining highest level of 
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accuracy and performance for the iris recognition system 

[11, 12]. With the assistance of this implementation, iris 

codes of gallery set pictures square measure generated and 

compared with iris codes of pictures of probe set to get 

recognition errors. victimisation metameric and normalised 

irises obtained from our segmentation results and 2 most 

referred ways as inputs to feature extraction and pattern 

matching module. within the initial stage, we tend to 

targeted on the performance analysis of the planned 

approach supported segmentation accuracy. Thereafter, we 

tend to value the performance of the planned approach for 

iris segmentation, feature extraction, optimum feature 

choice and iris recognition victimization GSC 

C. Iris Feature Matching 

After extracting the features and storing them as templates 

(numerical vectors) in database, a matching measure is used 

to find the similarity between the two irises; one is the tested 

iris template and the other is the template stored in the 

database [13, 14]. In order to determine whether the two iris 

templates match (i.e. extracted from the same eye), distance 

measures have to be employed to measure the closeness of 

that match. 

 
1) Algorithm: Genetic Algorithm: 

The measures used for the proposed approach are Genetic 

algorithm. The iris which indicates the eye gaze direction, 

has some significant features. The first is contrast color 

between the iris and the sclera which is white area of the 

front of the eye and outer coat of the eyeball. The second is 

the appearance of the iris— a circle. Using these features is 

useful to achieving the purpose of this study. Therefore, to 

locate the iris by its color and shape information, we use 

template matching using the iris template. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

We check the accuracy of the boundaries (including pupil, 

iris, and lower eyelid) subjectively and also the planned 

system obtains the success rate of eighty two.54% (624 

pictures) from 756 images within the experiments for the 

pre-processing module. It shows the outline of the causes of 

failure of image pre-processing. Furthermore as confirming 

that the system provides correct recognition, experiments 

were additionally conducted so as to substantiate the 

individuality of human iris patterns by deducing the quantity 

of degrees of freedom gift within the iris model illustration. 

There square measure variety of parameters within the iris 

recognition system, and optimum values for these 

parameters were needed so as to produce the most effective 

recognition rate. These parameters include; the radial and 

angular resolution, r and θ severally, that offer the quantity 

of information points for cryptography every model, and 

also the filter parameters for feature cryptography. Within 

the experiments of human identification, every probe image 

was compared against all gallery pictures to see the identity 

of the probe image. The highest m (say 10) candidates with 

the tiniest difference scores were bestowed to human 

examiners for additional scrutiny. This was a closed set 

comparison. Namely, it absolutely was best-known that a 

minimum of one image from a similar subject had been 

listed within the gallery set. Before choosing the candidates, 

a pre-check was obligatory. The performance of our 

technique on the dataset mix all the 3 datasets (i.e., with 

7775 probe pictures and 1340 gallery images/subjects) will 

be reported. It price noting that the 2 main causes of failure 

come back from occlusion by eyelids and non-uniform 

illumination. Experiments on the info independency: The 

minimum and most values for radius of iris square measure 

needed to line manually for integro differential operator, 

relying upon info used. 

 
Fig. 1: Sample IRIS 

 
Fig. 2: Results of False Positive Rate 

 In the results of our approach, on all datasets if we 

tend to choose the highest ten candidates for additional 

scrutiny, the likelihood that truth image is came back was on 

top of ninety fifth. The errors incurred by our approach were 

principally because of foggy pictures, high occlusion by 

eyelids or eyelashes, and enormous deformation caused by 

off-angle iris. Thus, extra pre-check at image acquisition to 

get rid of quality pictures or advanced algorithms to 

reinforce image quality are useful for additional 

improvement 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Nowadays to access the most of the highly secured places 

are controlled by human iris based verification technique 

because of its higher accuracy and robustness. In this paper, 

we present a new approach for detecting and matching iris 

using GSC and GA algorithm. The experimental result for 

updated database showed better result both in segmentation 

and recognition. It was also observed that correct 

segmentation is the most vital phase of iris recognition 

technique. So special concern need to be given on iris image 

acquisition and segmentation. Finally it can be clarified that 

the significance of human iris as a person identification is 

highly acceptable and appreciable. 
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